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Abstract. Wealth concealment always involves covering up relationships between a tax-
payer and his or her wealth or between a taxpayer and other taxpayers. We regard the fight against 
fraud as the discovery of hidden relationships, and we use social network analysis (SNA) to ad-
dress the risk analysis of wealth concealment. Relationships can be concealed through the inter-
position of front men and networks of interposed companies possibly located in tax havens. Their 
discovery is one of the main challenges in the fight against corruption and money laundering. 
Traditional risk analysis systems are insufficient to combat this, since fraudsters do not advertise 
their wealth. Risk detection and selection must combine multivariate statistics techniques with 
social network analysis and machine learning techniques and should not only detect criminals 
but also recognize and detect fraud patterns. 

We report the data of research carried out to combat these forms of financial crime using for 
the first time the totality of tax authority (AEAT) data. 

Keywords: Tax fraud, Money laundering, SNA, Analytics, Hadoop. 

1 Introduction  

Distinctions should be made between the intertwined problems of tax fraud, shadow 
economy, economic crime and money laundering. 

The shadow economy [1, 2, 3] includes activities that elude government control. 
Some are legal and are not declared to circumvent obligations, for example issues re-
lated to working hours, and others are illegal, such as the sale of drugs. There are many 
methods and criteria for their estimation. Schneider and Buehn [4] has identified direct 
approaches (surveys, tax auditing etc.) and indirect approaches, as the discrepancies 
between national expenditure and income statistics, the discrepancies between the offi-
cial and actual labour force, currency demand and many others. There are big differ-
ences in the results of fifteen methods applied to estimate the shadow economy in Spain 
which accounted for from 15.4% to 3.6% of the gross domestic product (GDP). The 
concept of tax fraud also has different meanings. It is regarded by some authors as the 
loss of revenue derived from the submerged economy. For others, it is confined to tax 
fraud, since not all the shadow economy activities are taxed. Money laundering is a 
legal concept typified in the Spanish Criminal Code. It includes activities such as the 
acquisition or transfer of assets of criminal origin. The OECD Financial Action Task 
Force (FAFT) has described the typologies of money laundering. A tax fraud study [5] 
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carried out by the Economists Association details, quantifies and gives an updated bib-
liography of these crimes. 

To combat these problems, knowledge of taxpayers’ real income and assets and what 
relationships there are between taxpayers is required . In tax fraud, the magnitude of 
the relationships tends to be obscured, whereas in illicit activities the relationships tend 
to be completely hidden to prevent discovery of crime that generated the profit. 

Our aim is to identify the relationships: i) between the taxpayer and taxpayer income, 
when a front man intervenes; ii) between the taxpayer and taxpayer assets, when wealth 
is placed in tax havens, and iii) between the taxpayer and taxpayer wealth, when wealth 
is concealed through interposed companies. 

The traditional procedure for locating fraud has been to cross the information pro-
vided by the taxpayer and the information provided by third parties in order to identify 
undeclared income or assets [6]. One example is to cross vehicle ownership data with 
declared earned income to detect the existence of signs of wealth incompatible with 
low earned income. From this point of view, the task is conceived as a problem of 
classification between taxpayers with and without inconsistent crossed data. 

The procedure illustrated here combines the use of tensors containing taxpayer data 
and graphs plotting their relationships [7] to: i) uncover hidden relationships based on 
the known relationships between taxpayers, or between taxpayers and assets; ii) iden-
tify the interposed figures, such as figureheads or groups of interposed companies , 
created to conceal wealth; iii) calculate the real wealth of the taxpayers by processing 
family networks and investee companies. 

The literature on fiscal risks has emphasized tax inspectorate best practices, and de-
tection of loopholes in the regulations. They use legal or macroeconomic approaches. 
There are not many significant studies on quantitative risk analysis because: i) fiscal 
data are especially protected; ii) the conclusions cannot be generalized as tax systems 
are unequal; iii) samples of selected taxpayers cannot be inspected at random since the 
inspectors cannot randomly check selected items as long as they are working in uncor-
rected cases of fraud, and iv) the samples are small. 

The few empirical studies conducted on risk analysis using real data have small sam-
ples. The existing studies apply two approaches: econometric and pragmatic. The econ-
ometric approach proposes models of fraudulent behavior where the total volume of 
fraud is related to variables such as disposable income and constructs such as sanction 
fear [8]. From the pragmatic viewpoint, there is infinity of non-academic reports, dis-
seminated by the Spanish tax agency (AEAT) [9], the Intra-European Organization of 
Tax Administrations (IOTA), the World Customs Organization, the OECD, the Inter-
American Center of Tax Administrations (CIAT) and other tax agencies.  

There are many academic studies on the use of machine learning for the control of 
fiscal risks in the USA, Canada, Australia, the UK, Bulgaria, Brazil, Peru, Chile and 
Spain. The most frequent approach is classification. The use of machine learning tech-
niques has become popular and is applied according to the following procedure: i) a 
problem, for example VAT, personal income tax or subsidy fraud, is detected; ii) data 
on inspectorate experience from previous years is available; iii) a statistical technique 
is chosen, and iv) the system is trained with machine learning techniques. The literature 
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on the use of expert systems in the fight against tax fraud addresses all kinds of strate-
gies, neural networks, decision trees, logistic regressions, etc. Some prominent pub-
lished examples refer to: i) Italy [10], where a sample of 54,517 subjects selected from 
230,000 taxpayers were inspected for tax credit control; and ii) Finland [11], where the 
Åbo Akademi University used self-organizing maps (SOM) with a sample of 5,000 
companies as part of the Titan project. Classification trees, neural networks [13] and 
Bayesian networks [14] have been used in the USA, Brazil [12], Canada and Australia. 
Spain’s AEAT has used tools based on statistical techniques to conduct risk analysis, 
analysis of outliers and deviations in the GEMA foreign trade control system and the 
TDMCD system for special tax company selection, and neural networks and deviations 
from Benford's law in the SERENE  taxpayer selection system to select import docu-
ments. 
     However, to the best of our knowledge, there is, apart from the research reported 
here, no study using all taxpayer network data available to a tax agency.  

Individuals are the ultimate owners of wealth. They create or sign up as partners in 
companies to gain a profit from their activity, reduce taxation using tax engineering 
techniques or commit fraud by making transactions that do not make financial sense 
and by hiding the profits or masking their connection with any of their illegally acquired 
property. 

An organizer, the ultimate beneficiary or ultimate beneficiary owner (UBO), uses 
family members and front men (or a family network) to conceal the fact that the UBO 
owns assets, such as homes or cars, through interposed companies related to a network 
of companies (corporate network) accumulating wealth in a seemingly unrelated com-
pany or, occasionally, in tax havens. The tax authority needs to identify the family net-
work, the corporate network and the wealth located in tax havens. 

The objective of this research is to: i) identify, for each natural person and company, 
family and corporate networks and their connection with tax havens; ii) improve the 
wealth estimation of each UBO by summing the wealth declared by each taxpayer in 
its investee companies in the country and abroad; iii) create risk indicators; iv) improve 
risk analysis and machine learning techniques using the information gathered in the 
treatment of networks used  as risk indicators. Network identification, can be further 
divided as follows: i) the country's taxpayer family network; ii) the shareholding net-
work, and iii) the connections between family and corporate networks. 

As part of this process, we gather statistical data on the characteristics of the net-
works in order to perform risk analysis, recognize patterns within company networks 
set up for fraudulent purposes, and last but not least, use information in machine learn-
ing systems. 

This article is structured as follows. Section 2 reports the results of building the 
above networks and for wealth calculation in Spain. Section 3 focuses on the technol-
ogy, describing the tools used and the calculation procedure. Finally, we conclude with 
future research lines, discussing the use of information in risk analysis systems.  
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2 Results  

We have used data provided by the Spain’s tax administration (AEAT). Information 
on 72,994,017 taxpayers is now available (2018). Of the total, 60,515,280 are natural 
persons and 7,006,844 are legal persons active in the research time period (2016) and 
the remainder are deceased persons or companies that are no longer in business or new 
taxpayers. All persons are identified by a unique tax code, that  is necessary to perform 
any economic activity, and all tax codes have to be considered as assets may be regis-
tered in the name of deceased persons or companies that are no longer operating.  

We built tensors, graphs and multigraphs. Given a tensor, such as taxpayers T, its 
elements tijk express the relationships between the i-th and the j-th elements for the type 
of relationship indexed by k. The value of a binary relationship (for example, adminis-
trator, spouse) is 1 if it exists and 0 otherwise. The value of a non-binary relationship 
is the value of the variable that measures the relationship. Table 1 shows the number of 
rows (i), columns (j), relationships (k) and elements (i · j · k). 

Table 1. Tensors. 

Tensors   No. of rows No. of columns Rel.  Elements 

Taxpayers (2018) T 72,994,017 72,994,017 48 2,44E+17 

Physical persons (2016) P 60,546,014 60,546,014 4 3,66E+15 

Investees INV 3,922,685 3,922,685 2 3,08E+13 
Partners of investees PI 6,505,636 32,673,393 4 8,50E+14 

Moral persons MP 7,006,844 7,006,844 24 1,18E+15 
 

We use the notation Gx (no. of nodes; no. of arcs) for the graphs, where x identifies 
the content. Take, for example, the Taxpayers GT (72,994,017; 376,068,546) whose 
nodes are taxpayers (72,994,017) and whose arcs are relationships of any type (there 
are 48 possible relationships, including both family and legal relationships (administra-
tor, owner, etc.) (376,068,546). Table 2 shows the plotted graphs. (An arc can be part 
of two graphs). Their construction is detailed in the following sections. 

Table 2. Graphs of social networks used. 

GRAPHS    Nodes  Arcs 

FAMILY    
Declared Family Network  GFD 38.505.283 86.039.451 
Extended Family Network  GFE 60.515.280 221.314.869 
CORPORATE     

Declared Investees GID 3.922.685 9.178.732 
Extended Investees GIE 6.505.636 59.954.759 

 TOTAL NETWORK GRT 68.318.118 530.636.925 
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2.1 Construction of the Extended Family Network 

We aim to build the extended family network, GFE, which relates each taxpayer with 
his or her relatives, since they are sometimes used by fraudsters to mask their properties. 
Taxpayers declare some family relationships, such as taxpayer and spouse or dependent 
ascendants and descendants, on their personal income tax return. Others can be found 
on donations and inheritance tax returns. They can be used to output the declared family 
network: GFD. Other family relationships, such as brother or brother-in-law, must be 
identified in successive steps, Namely: using the  declared family members relation-
ships like brother or nephew that can be deduced algorithmically. Historical relation-
ships (exes), including former spouses and relatives of ex-spouses can be obtained us-
ing data of previous years. We have calculated afterwards second- and third-degree 
relatives like in-laws, and inferred relationships. All these relationships are relevant for 
fraud control. Taxpayers have relationships with unmarried couples and their descend-
ants that can be inferred from the existence of financial relationships, such as the joint 
account opened in the name of a minor or another person’s son registered at the tax-
payer’s address. The details are shown in Table 3. 

Table 3. Family relationships. 

DECLARED OTHER  

Spouse  21,843,117 Calculated 137,745,421 

Ascendant 29,124,847    
Descendant  36,649,985 Inferred  32,629,192 

 87,617,949 OTHER 170,374,613 

TOTAL EXTENDED 257,992,562 
 

Declared relationships (87,617,949) include current spouse (21,843,117) and ascend-
ants and descendants. They constitute the GFD graph. Note that a person can be a mem-
ber of more than one relationship (like husband and ascendant). The procedure speci-
fied for outputting the GFE graph (60,515,280; 257,992,562), composed of the sum of 
the declared plus the other relationships (170,374,613), is then enacted. 

The resulting relationships are of two types: i) calculated: ex-spouse (5,119,808) is 
taken from historical ten-year series to associate ascendants with descendants. This 
identifies undeclared relationships, such as siblings (56,785,717) or stepchildren, and 
several generations are then combined to find nephews (4,438,120) or uncles 
(4,438,525), or brothers-in-law or fathers-in-law, and brothers-in-law or cousins, and 
ii) inferred (32,629,192), such as, for example, underage children of unmarried couples 
or alike. 

The number of natural persons is 60,515,280, of which 52,562,134 are related by 
one or more of the above relationships. Hence we can infer that there are more than 7.5 
million people who have no known family relationship, since they are single people 
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who do not appear as descendants on the tax return of other people and have not re-
ceived any inheritances over the last ten years. The use of other censuses should im-
prove the quality of the data. 

 
2.2 Identification of Criminal Networks 

There are 7,006,844 legal entities in the country divided into 24 categories (e.g., cor-
porations, religious congregations, etc.). Some such entities are commercial companies, 
like public limited companies (483,284) or limited liability companies (3,026,153). 

Company control can be achieved by ownerships, or  domination through the family 
network (according to our model), using a figurehead or front man. We deal here with 
control through shareholdings. We use four declared relationships: i) A “has a holding” 
in B; ii) B is an “investee company”; iii) A "is a partner”; and iv) B is “company of 
which A is a member”. This is a two-phase process. During Phase 1, the relationships 
are studied exclusively between companies (corporate network) using the first two 
types of relationships. During Phase 2, the corporate network is connected to natural 
persons, considering the relationships of partnership. 

We use some of the 9,178,732 relationships declared on the corporation tax return 
(Form 200) where each company is required to declare the companies of which it holds 
more than 5% (1% if they are listed companies) and who are its partners. 

Taking company A in Fig.1, we can use the declared information to ascertain the 
companies in which company A has a holding and, by reiterating the process, the com-
panies in which they have invested and, hence, the companies indirectly owned by A.  

The process was also enacted in reverse order to find out who are the owners of each 
known company are. Taking company F in Fig1, we obtain direct ownership declared, 
by C, and indirect ownerships declared by B and A. Afterwards we have looked for the 
UBO, the owners of A and C.  In this task the following must be taken into account: 
natural persons do not file corporation tax returns. Therefore, “has a holding in” is a 
declared relationship, whereas “subsidiary of” is necessarily a calculated relationship. 
Additionally, a holding may be declared by one party and not by the other. This yields 
a graph of extended companies (GIE) (6,505,636; 59,954,759). 

2.3 Calculation of Shareholdings 

We have to establish each taxpayer’s percentage shareholding in any corporation 
because taxpayers sometimes conceal their wealth through the interposition of networks 
of companies. 

When considering the relationship between a taxpayer A and a company, a distinc-
tion must be made between: i) the shortest path between the taxpayer and the company 
for a given relationship; ii) the path where is achieved  the maximum shareholding in 
the company (in Fig.1 the path a-d between A and F) ; iii) the longest path between the 
taxpayer and the company , iv) the percentage shareholding according to the shortest 
path, v) the maximum share obtained in a path; vi) the sum of the shares.  

We describe the process for calculating the shares using the example shown in Fig.1. 
It represents nine companies. If we consider the companies there are three scenarios: 
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company B is a holding company and has a parent company A that could be incorpo-
rated in Spain or not, (B could be a permanent establishment), I is a subsidiary of F and 
H  and not a shareholder, and all the others are holding companies and subsidiaries. 
There are 36 possible relationships between nine companies. Twelve are direct rela-
tionships (b, c, d), where two companies are related by a single move. In other cases, 
two moves are necessary to get from the initial company to the investee company, for 
example, from B to D by way of b-f. Also, there are cases where the shortest path re-
quires three moves, for example, B to G on the b-f-k path. 

 

Fig. 1. Calculation of shareholdings. 

 

The taxpayer A, owns part of several companies. If we consider his or her holding 
in company F, the shortest route is c (30% shareholding). In this case the distance is 1, 
and it is covered in one move. There are other routes: the longest is a-b-f-h-k-j or a-b-
f-k-l-j. Following these routes, F is six moves away from A. 

The holding for each path is calculated by multiplying the successive holdings. The 
holding for the shortest path is 30%, whereas the path a-d accounts for the maximum 
holding in this scenario, that is, 40% = (80% x 50%), and the total is the sum of the 
holdings for all paths, which, in this case, is a-c (30) + a-d (40) + a-e-g (0.8) + a-b-f-h-
g (0.16) + a-b-f-k-l-s (0.00032) + a-e-k-s (0.004)  = 70,96432% 

 
We create the INV tensor of percentage holdings, whose elements t"#$ are the three 

percentage holdings of the i-th company in the j-th company, indexed by k, with three 
values: the shortest path (spijk), the mean path (mpijk) and the total path (tpijk). 

 
 

2.4 Identification of Risks 

New risks are identified connecting using the GID (6,505,636;59,954,759) graph. Its 
nodes are 244,022 participating companies and 3,678,663 individuals. From GID are 
extracted direct (ex: a in Fig 1.) and indirect, as a-b-f-k-l-s, relationships of ownership. 
(There could be considered many other types as commercial).  The companies partici-
pate in 1,663,662 relationships of ownership.  

In 107,549 of the cases, one hundred per cent of the subsidiary is controlled by a 
legal entity one move away.  

We hypothesize that the number of companies interposed to control another firm is 
a risk factor.  
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Table 4 shows the distribution of the network and the distribution of the average 
participation for subsidiaries. 

Table 4. Distances of control and participation. 

  NE>0 NE>50 

Moves No. Of relationships  % Mean  No. of relationships  % 

1 547,795 35.96 30.60 305,129 71.68 
2 306,480 20.12 33.40 80,038 18.80 

3 235,068 15.43 18.26 28,382 6.67 
4 176,821 11.61 9.19 8,894 2.09 

5 131,039 8.60 4.19 2,209 0.52 
6 69,332 4.55 2.50 810 0.19 

7 37,330 2.45 1.20 194 0.05 
8 19,409 1.27 0.60 6 0.00 

TOTAL 1.523.274 100 100,00 425.662 100 
 

Out of a total of 1,523,274 routes, in 547,795 are paths with distance 1 between holding 
company and subsidiary, and the subsidiary has a positive net equity (NE). The mean 
value of the holdings of these companies that are one move away is 35.96%. The hold-
ing company has more than 50% of the capital of the investee (and net equity is greater 
than 50%) in 305,129 cases. 

It does not make financial sense for a company, instead of creating a direct path (ex. 
A-F) to built a structure that implies a distance of 7 between the owner and the con-
trolled (NE > 50%) subsidiary, as has been detected in 194 cases.  

The average net equity of the holding companies that have a net worth greater than 
zero is €17.02 million and they have an average of 71 workers. The average net equity 
of the 109,541 investees that have positive net worth is €7.2 million and they have 63 
workers. Logically, holding companies are bigger companies than investees, and the 
58,174 companies that are both holding companies and subsidiaries are even larger with 
a net worth of €22.6 million and 143 workers on average. 

We have studied the subsidiaries. Of the 40,495 cases in which the company is three 
or more moves away from the owner, the investee companies set up in 22,208 cases 
(49.9%) have no workers affiliated to the social security system, and the company looks 
like it may be instrumental.  A total of 220 holding companies have created 1,907 of 
these interposed companies for apparently no specified activity but as a systematic ap-
proach to fraud. Companies create a lot of interposed companies for the purposes of 
concealment.  

We have concluded that the control distance, the number of companies interposed 
between UBO´s and wealth is a risk indicator. 
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2.5 Estimation of Wealth 

The wealth of each UBO takes different forms (personal income tax, corporate tax, 
etc.) and is controlled by crossing it with other sources such as banking (1.308 million 
current accounts). We also calculated a better estimate of each taxpayer’s wealth by 
updating declared real estate values (500 million real estate register records) and adding 
the equity owned in subsidiaries, even in tax havens, to declared company holdings 
(companies located one move away), since Corporate Tax Form 200 requires compa-
nies to declare their investees abroad. 

It is by no means straightforward to identify corporate assets. A company’s equity is 
taken from its declared accounting (equity = assets - liabilities), but the data have to be 
adjusted. Asset accounting should allow for the fact that real estate is often accounted 
for at purchase prices and, in any case, entered with different rates of amortization. On 
the other hand, liabilities include company debts that must be subtracted from the assets 
to yield the wealth. Generally, some liabilities, specifically any that are unrelated with 
banking, commerce and labor, must be eliminated. When calculating each company’s 
equity, the part related to the commercial activity and the unrelated one must be differ-
entiated. This complex calculus has been performed [15] for physical and moral persons 
using data provided by taxpayers (forms 100, 200, 714, 720) and by others (forms 181, 
189, 196, etc)  

The wealth of 3,922,685 UBOs has been revised by including an updated estimation 
of their wealth that includes the value of interposed companies.  Finally, we analyzed 
equity abroad. There are 24,393 individuals in the country who have declared  shares  
in companies abroad above taxable limits. Of these, 1,507 companies are located in tax 
havens. The number of relationships is specified in Table 5. This shows, for example, 
that there are 27,276 different cases in which a natural person has a holding in a com-
pany abroad whose relationship is concealed by at least four interposed companies. Of 
these, 603 are relationships with companies located in tax havens.  

Table 5. Declaration in Tax Havens. 

SC No. in other countries No. in tax havens %  
1 2,852 68 2.38 
2 21,176 556 2.63 
3 31,864 814 2.55 
4 27,276 603 2.21 
5 19,356 363 1.88 
6 17,382 506 2.91 
7 11,819 512 4.33 
8 9,027 393 4.35 

Total  140,752 3,815 2.71 
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We find that the degree of concealment is greater in tax havens, where there are 393 
different relationships between individuals and companies hidden by a web of compa-
nies that are eight moves apart along the shortest path. 

2.6 Analysis 

AEAT has information about tax acts initiated to 598.942 taxpayers. Some of them 
11,606 have been qualified ad as “fiscal crimes” according with Spanish law. Also, we 
have recolected information from 28,189 taxpayers defendants de at least one of the 
crimes of drug traffic, smuggling or money laundering. Some of them are part of one 
of 1,500 criminal organizations identified. 

It has been obtained the extended graph of criminals GFEC, considered as UBO´s 
of the companies (Is a subset of the 3,922,685 UBOs that has been revised). Given a 
taxpayer (criminal), is considered always member of an extended family, whose mem-
bers are part of one or several criminal organization, owners direct of indirectly of com-
panies, in Spain or abroad, created, as hypothesis, with the aim of hiding their wealth.  

We have intended: First, detect in the pattern of ownership of companies risk factors 
of criminal activity and identify the UBO’s. Second, given a criminal or defendant, to 
be able to know the total worth of their assets even those hidden within the extended 
family and the network of companies.  

The calculus of the net worth has been made by the authors [15] and it has been 
obtained is 8.221.748 millions of euros. The net value of physical persons, the total net 
worth of the UBO´s is presented in Fig.6. The value obtained 2,100 billion of euros is 
four times the value obtained using data of Wealth Tax. The total of indirect assets, 
until know hidden to the tools used has been 694.577 million €. 

 
Fig 6. Net worth of the ultimate beneficial owners in Spain 

 

UBO´s Actual  worth euros 

Nº of Taxpayers 24,811,770 

Net wealth 2,104,903,012,790 

Assets 2,599,168,318,708 

Liabilities  494,265,305,918 

Direct Assets 1,410,325,062,961 

Indirect assets    694,577,949,829 
 

With these data, new risk factors have been identified by experts using an OLAP 
tool developed by AEAT and the scaling of the risks is studied using a combination of 
this tool with others used by AEAT (HERMES and GENIO). 

The problem now is to be able to obtain from many risk factors (number of members 
with criminal records in GFEC, indirect wealth weighted by distance to the UBO, k-
cores analysis of the network created   by the UBO, etc.) a metric of the probability or 
criminal origin of the net worth of a taxpayer. 
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3. Technology  

We enacted a three-step process: i) download and upload data in Hadoop structures; 
ii) process (1- analyze graphs to output hidden paths and relationships; 2- establish re-
lationships; 3- conduct financial analysis and; iii) reload stored data. 

The declared data are initially available for query by users in a data warehouse sup-
ported by a SAP IQ database.  

In Step 1, they are transferred to a Hadoop structure using a script and a JDBC driver 
based on Apache Sqoop™. The graphs are constructed using Apache Spark’s Graphx 
library. The Pregel algorithm is then used to scan the graph systematically from each 
node, discarding the paths with cycles and using the code to control that it traverses a 
maximum of eight nodes. Since we have downloaded the node (identification) and arc 
(percentage holding of one company in another) data, we can build a table whose rows 
are the paths between any two companies and are described in full as the graph is trav-
ersed. In Step 2, we identify, for each pair of nodes, the shortest and longest paths, as 
well as the path that generates the largest holding, and we then calculate the total hold-
ing of the first node in the second node. In Step 3, the financial analysis multiplies the 
percentage holdings yielded in the Step 1 by the value of the assets. All the necessary 
accounting operations are then carried out, such as the deduction of debts, etc. This 
yields the value of wealth accumulated by the shareholder in the subsidiary. The value 
of other wealth manifestations is then added for each taxpayer by querying the data-
bases. In Step 4, the nodes whose declared country code is different from Spain are 
listed. In Step 5, all data are reloaded into warehouse data marts. 

4. Conclusions 

It has been shown: i) an example of the use of all the useful data of a Tax Agency 
with Social Network Analysis techniques; ii) that it is possible, on Hadoop, to process 
the data of the network of societies and personal relationships of a country, with ade-
quate processing times; iii) The viability of obtaining extended network, beyond those 
declared, which is useful in the analysis of any type of risks, including those of fiscal 
fraud, but also in those of money laundering and terrorism. 

We have found evidence: that:  i) the number of jumps required for control by own-
ership of a company is an indicator of risk; ii) there are companies that use these inter-
position techniques, creating companies without human resources, repetitively, iii) The 
usefulness of types of declarations such as the form 200 of the AEAT for the control 
hidden wealth, even in tax havens. 

We have measured the wealth hidden in indirect way to analysts that does not use 
network analysis and measured the UBO´s net worth in Spain.   

As part of future research, we intend to develop the risk indicators associated with 
the control distance or the presence of front men or interposed companies in graphs. In 
many cases, the structures built to conceal wealth are often designed by specialists and 
reused. We aim to develop a descriptive grammar of concealment structures and show 
a procedure for detecting network structures. We intend to put forward a financial crime 
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risk control model. The appropriate machine learning processes will be applied to cali-
brate the selection model. Authors are combining now the information until now ob-
tained in probabilistic graphical models and developing a metric to gauge the quality 
of researches belief’s using a Bayesian approach, using machine learning approach, in 
the process of detecting, in the tensors and graphs, in each moment the line of investi-
gation optimal. 
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